TUKATECH has announced the launch of their "Career Connection" website, a free platform connecting fashion technology employers to job seekers worldwide.

Tukatech specialists and engineers have trained over 30,000 operators to work on various Tukatech systems in numerous positions; from pattern engineers, fabric print designers, 3D virtual fashion designers and fabric planners, to cutting room managers and supervisors. The Career Connection site affords business professionals seeking new talent to immediately connect to knowledgeable and appropriate individuals.

Tukatech / www.tukatech.com / 323.726.3836 / tukatechteam@tukatech.com

VISIT THE TUKATECH CAREER CONNECTION WEBSITE:

California Manufacturing Technology Consulting (CMTC)
has announced October 7th 2016
as the official date of "Manufacturing Day."

Manufacturing Day is a celebration of modern manufacturing designed to inspire the next generation of manufacturers. Its mission is to address misperceptions about the industry cluster and afford manufacturers the opportunity to open their doors to show what manufacturing is and isn't. Issues to be addressed include the skilled labor shortage, and having connection with future generations. All events should be registered; only registered events hosts will have access to the event planning, marketing, and execution by the national co-producers.

For more INFORMATION on "Manufacturing Day": CLICK HERE

www.cmtc.com
690 Knox Street, Ste. 200 / Torrance, CA 90502 / (310) 263-3060
The 1-day workshop will focus on:

- Developing & maintaining valuable Vendor/Retailer relationships
- Recovering & eliminating customer chargebacks
- Working with your 3rd party vendors to reduce violation claims
- Collecting your Accounts Receivable more effectively
- How "Cloud Based" ERP Systems can eliminate EDI & other errors that create chargebacks

For more INFORMATION and REGISTRATION: